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1. Introduction 

In the previous paper we dealt with canonical reali
zations of the complexified Lie algebra of the orthogonal 
group in n - dimensional Euclidean space 0(.fc) ' 1'. By 
canonical realization we understood there an isomorphism 
mapping Z of a given Lie algebra Gi into the «Veyl al
gebra W1)t , i.e. essentially into the algebra of poly
nomials in A/ pairB of quantum canonical variables ft' , 

<%l , i = 1,2,..., N . Among the other results we proved 
there that in any canonical realization of Lie algebra 

<r(*n,n,) of a pseudoorthogonal group 0(i>!,n), wii Ъ>0 , 
l n ^Л/ » Л^= W V 4 - 2 (for the exception of the case 
лл+т. = б ), all Caeimir operators are realized by constant 
multiples of the identity element (we speak about Sohur-
realizations) and if * M I > ^ they depend on the quadratic 
ones in one of the two possible ways only (it is what we 
call "degeneration" of realization). It means that to 
remove partly or even fully the mentioned "degeneration" 
we must enlarge the number H of canonical pairs. In 
contrast to canonical realizations of (r(m.n) in Wll{ , 
U=-in*n-Z, the realizations with Л/ >"n*n-Z need not be 
necessarily the Schur-realizationst So we come naturally 
to the question whether some realizations of tr(m,n) exist 
in which the "degeneration" is at least reduced and which 
are at the вате time Schur-realizations. 

*' As to the particular case Ж , ж _ , С W,, „.see /o# * 1**11-3) Zfail'Z) also /2/ 
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In this paper we solve this question positively in the 
generalized framework of the so-called matrix canonical 
realizations in which the generators of considered Ids 
algebra are expressed by matrices with elements from W±N 

(if the dimension of such matrices is M , we denote such 
a generalization of the Weyl algebra by the symbol W*N м ). 

The matrix canonioal realizations represent one possi
ble proper algebraioal embedding of the Weyl algebra into 
a larger structure» It is known that another possibility 
is to embed the Weyl algebra into its quotient division 
ring. In both these cases the class of allowed functions, 
in terms of which the generators of a given Lie algebra 
con be expressed, is essentially enriched compared with 
the original Weyl algebra. Therefore the possibility of 
obtaining the wider class of realizations in these structu
res arises without necessity of changing the pure algebra
ical approach. 

From the point of view of application to the represents 
tion theory we shall introduce further concept of skew-
hermit ean realization though the representation aspectв 
are not discussed in this paper. By the skew-hermitean 
matrix canonical realization we shall essentially imply 
the one which after replacement of ft' and *; by their 
Schrodinger representatives passes to a skew-symmetric 
representation on a suitable Hilbert space. 
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The main result of this paper lies in the formulae 
describing recurrently two sets of matrix canonical skew-
hermit ean Sohur-realizatione of the Lie algebras (r(*ri,-n), 

->i ̂  i . In soma special cases these formulae coincide 
/1/ 

with earlier results of some authors(sea,e.g. Richard ' • " ) . 
Every realization from the first set is uniquely determi
ned by some finite-dimensional irreducible ekew-hermitean 
representation of the compact Lie algebra o-{m-«\y*' and 
the finite sequence of -n. real numbers. If the dimeneion 
of representation of clm-n.) is M then е(т,л.)±в realized 
in ^titn-i) M * Realizations from the second set are usual 
canonical realizations tn V^etlm-ii-d-l) i rf" ̂/"-/'*" •' » 
they are characterized by ei -tuple of real constants. 

>Ve ehall introduce further the conoept of related 
and non-related realizations by means of which all reali
zations described above will be classified. He prove that 
any two realizations chosen from both the sets are non-
related if they differ either in characterizing tuples of 
real numbers or in the case of realizations of the first 
type with the same characterizing tuples> if the irredu
cible representations of the algebra trcm-m.) are non-equ
ivalent. 

The exact formulation of all these statements is 
contained in Theorem 3. Its proof is based mainly on Theo
rem 1 where the basic recurrent formulae are included. 

As to case лл-л-=0,1 see following remark. 
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Theorem 2 shows that any skew- hermitean matrix canonical 
Sohur-realization of a compact Lie algebra is usual mat
rix skew-hermit ean representation, which generalizes the 
Joseph assertion ' . 

Again, as in our previous paper, all considerations 
are purely algebraioal. As to the problem of "degeneration1,1 

i.e. mutual dependence or independence of Gasimir operators 
in the described realizations, we shall discuss these ques
tions in the second part of this paper. 

2. Preliminaries 

A. She (complex) *eyl algebra W^N i s the associative 
algebra with the identity element 4. over the field of 
complex number в С i ite generating elements « ; , h * , 
i = '/,.... Л/ , fulfill the usual canonical commutation relati
ons 

As the consequence of tne Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem 
the monomials 

form the basis of WiN (see ^ 5', p.178), i.e. every ele
ment we Wihj can be uniquely written in the form 

where « , ^ a , . . . 5 / f . . . A e £ . 
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В. The symbol ог(щл,),жып.ъО> /п+'»- > 2- > denotee 
the Lie algebra of pseudoorthogonal group in (mtm.) - di
mensional pseudoeuolidean spaoe with the metric tensor 

им , ^,1/» <I,Z, ..., mi*. . If L^ =-LVM_ denotes 
fa- (m t<\)(nfn-*) elements of the basis of erim,n.) then 

the commutation relations hold 

[Lr, Lr]*fy ^ r -fa L»r +2*rLp-fa h* ( 1 ) 

y i f = 4,2, . . . , mtn . If /n > i. we can aseurae without 
the IOBS of generality the metric tensor having the form 
($w)- eli*!jl(&n*'"t?**4-*,-*'**r*'0 • I n addition to the ten
sor basis (LM») i the second one can be chosen 

* - *•**„.«„„. ; w.£,s= it,.-., ***<*• a., 

in which the commutation relations (1) have the formi 

I Lj?i Ъ J = & p< -3* 3- J % «i Ъ*ъ -f*9/ > ( 2 ) 

I P.: P,-] = [Qi,Qj]*0, iPf.Qj-h-XLytfyn). 

Note that the generators Vu ..., ^„-г. a"d <?.„...,<?„,,,.*. form 
the bases of («"I'JJ-dimensional Abelian subalgebras of 

С. Any irreducible finite-dimensional representation 
of the compaot Lie algebra (тСчк^о) sf(••»-.), •fns 2. i is, for 
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the exception of m-^2. , equivalent to a akew-hermitean 
one. Any suoh representation of e * ) i a uniquely determi
ned by the so-called signature ot = (* f y •• 4 * /»7J 1 where 
the numbers Oc,,... tOcrmjfor "n>2. are either al l integers 
or a l l half-integers suoh that dei » « 4 » .,. $>•«„., > \atu\ 
if m = ZV and « ,%о^ ••• :*.<*„* О if /m«2w*i . 

In the case of commutative Lie algebra <r(2) a l l 
irreducible skew-hermitean repreeentatione are one-dimen
sional and the generator Lu ia represented as irE1 , 
p ь R 1 where £i 1в identity operator. By the signature 
ОС of this representation we understand the one-point se

quence « = ( r = Or» 7) • 
№0 equivalent irreducible representations have the 

same signatures and to different signatures there corres
pond non-equivalent irreducible representations ( ' ° ' , 
p.518-519). 

3. Basic concepts 

Definition 1: Let WZN be the complex ffeyl algebra 
in N canonical pairs and let Jlai^ be the algebra of 
complex MxM- matrices. The tensor product W^^ = 
» WlH ®J/atM we shall call matrix Wevl algebra. 

It i s clear that Wm*. WiK * Ww9 Е„ С WtNtli 

С Bn i s the unity AUfl-matrix) and лЦ^а JeJa^cJg«y 

агаддипгшамкв'̂ 'и^дг,! '̂̂ .^ ^-д-т^гдч^- •лжзтялгхт&азт 



Definition 2i A matrix canonical realization of the 
Lie algebra Q le the homomorphiem г .' <? —» Мщц • 
The homomorphiem T extends naturally to the homomorphiam 
mapping (denoted by the same symbol T ) of the enveloping 
algebra UQ of Gj into Щ.Ц.М' I f <? i s simple then any 
homomorphism le either trivial or it is an isomorphism of Q, 

Remember that involution on an associative algebra 
Cover TR or С ) is the mapping "+"i Q->G obeying the 
relations (ос«^ь/=о?а+*-Дб+ ,Мг*Ь*а*(&*)**а. ,a,biG . 

Definition 3t Let an Involution "+" be defined on the 
algebra 'f'^Aj • A matrix canonical realization of a real 
Lie algebra Q in Wif/M ia called skew-hermit ean. if all 
the elementв of Щ are realized by akew-hermltean expressi
ons, i.e. if Т(а)т=-Г(а) for all «c G . 

Mote 1: An involution on Л1Ы together with the usual 
Hermitean adjoint in MaiH defines Involution in Шщм . 
In what follows, we consider such an involution with a 
epecial choice induced by 

on the algebra WlfJ , 
Definition Л.1 A matrix canonical realisation 

TiCt-*WillHiB called Schur-realizatlon if all the central 
elements of the enveloping algebra UG of G are reali
zed by the multiples of the identity element. 
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For the classification of matrix canonical realizati
ons we introduce the following last oonoepti 

Definition 5i Matrix canonical realisations Г and t" 
of the Lie algebra Q in WZN M are called related if a 
conserving Identity endomorphism ifi of Wzm,M exists ao 
that either Л г = Г ' or чДг'» Г • 

4. Matrix canonical realizations 
of the Lia algebra trim.л). 

Theorem li Let akew-hermitean Sohur-realization of the 
algebra o-(m-l,n-i), m+>n>Z *', in №щМ be given and 
let Mjj =-MjL £ Х'щм denote the realization of the basie ele
ments of <г(т.-1,я-1) . Then 
i. the following formulae define the skew-hermitdan Schur-
realization of trim.,*.) in l^fintn-i'-N^M s 

r(PJ= pi 

Ги^-Щ-ургМу, ( 3 ) 

£ ( R ) *--{ft)-[i(m**.z)-ici ]t, ксЦ, 
r (Qi ) - - ffi -Zji r(X) -2^Mji, i,J = V, ••; "" *+-*•, 

where 

' In order to reduce maximally the number of excep
tional casee we consider also "Lie algebras" <r(o) and crd) 
when we define »ij =o .In the first case the formulae 
(3) define the realization W J ) . I « I of <r<*i) in woi while in the second case the realization of «•«,*> in «£ 4 
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ii. two realizations (3) with different values of the 
parameter oc are not related, 

iii. two realizations (3) differing only in realiza
tion of а,(Щ.-<11т-1) are related if and only if the rea
lizations of <r('*i-ilin-l) are related. 

For the proof of this theorem we shall use the follo
wing two easily provable assertions: 

(a) If an element а^-№гцм oommutea with canonic».1 

variable fil(or 4i) » then a doe a not depend апа-(ог /i'J . 

(b) If for а.еОУщ„ and f ^ s ^ V . . . * fv,/iN', A''feV 

the commutation relation 

ia valid for some t = 0,il... , then 

r-A s rj * ij*...*-1»,-^-. ..-/^Jand a,.^ doe в not depend 
on ?,t-.%,>fr-,f-"'-

Proof: One can by direct commutation verify that the 
expressions (3) form a realization T of the basis <r(-n,v.). 

With respect to involution we иве (see Note 1), all the 
expressions (3) are ekew-hermitean and therefore they ge
nerate (through real linear combinations) the skew-hermit- -
ean realization V of eY/n^J . We shall prove that v 

ia Sohur-realization. 
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Let UB take some arbitrary centre element Jr of 
Uo-(m,n.)- Its realization r(a) i s a polynomial 

rW-ZyflvlMyifty)' 

with all the expressions (3). The coefficients /3rA(Mu) 
depend polynomially on the basis elements Мц of the 
realization of er(n-^n.-4)» D u e t o t n e commutation rela
tions [c(&),r(Pj]=0 , i.e. [f(X)tftf J" О . in aooord 
with the assertion (a), V(Z) does not depend on Я,,../^„,.я 

i.e. ггг; - ъг$о,л(мм/)<р-)Л • Ae r(*J commutes also 
with Tin) •=•- (.cjfi.) t-eondt i the assertion (b) can be 
applied, which gives 

We shall use once more the fact that T(Z) , realizee a 
centre element of Zttrfm^n) > It implies that r(x) commu
tes with all T(Ljj) я aL u. -Cfcfc l-M,-; > a a i consequently 

[ Г(Я), Mij j = O. 
Due to the assumption of the theorem the realization of 
<r(i4-1,n-f) is Schur-realization, and therefore each 
polynomial in its basis elements commuting with all of 
them equals some multiple of the identity element, 
&лл (M/j)= / # 1 » /SeC . which proves the first sta
tement of the theorem. 
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il and iii. Let ue consider two realizations Г and v> 
of the type (3) and assume the existenoe of an endomorphiam 
* « ULtm.»*,*),* "* M W * ^ V B U o h t h a t * i ) m i 

and Л г : T> (i.e. Г and r'are related). iVe shall show 
that a-=«.' and that the corresponding realizations of 
e(m-i,m-0 are also related. The equations iA.r(P,J=r'(^ 
and Л r(R,)-rW8 l v e immediatelly 

Mfiii-rfit , i»ii,—, ****•*. (4) 
and 

My.) = ( « J *• i(«-*01 . (5) 

The element $(fi)e Ч̂ («.,.«-.2(Ary« o a n b e written i n t h e 

form 

**>-£&,»?'<?)' 
where /J^ ^ / , , . . , ^ , л „ . , ^ « й ^ „ 
The polynomial 

is either zero or its lowest degree in the "variables" 
Лсч/»»-! i s greater or equal to one • As this po
lynomial equals to i(«-*') , the second possibility is 
excluded and the first one implies a«s<xJ , which proves 
the assertion ii. 

For лл t-ai =.2,J the theorem is proved completely be
cause only trivial realization of the "Lie algebras" f(0) 
and <r(i) exietsi we shall assume therefore further 
•1Я*Л1>,-| . 
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The polynomial in ft;) - Ы commutes wivh all ' 
fa-fyj) a n d t h e r e f o r e d u e t 0 t h e aesertion (a) does not 
depend on a. i'« /,ir.,«t*'2i i.e. 

As «̂  is an endomorphism of ^ ( „ « ^ « щ * m i 'Pty) "(<&•) 
(see eq. (5) t«=a')i we know the commutation relations 
between •З'ЫО end (fy)t 

so that we can apply the assertion (b) to obtain: 
^(fi)=f.i , i-•/,£, ..*,i*, *-Z. (6) 

The images Hf*,*,,), J(/*M,,«.-<), ... of the other 
canonical variables commute with a l l &(fi) i *"(f>i) > 
' = ' , 2 , . . , , /mt/H.c . From the assertion (a) the independen

ce of 4,{ftt,M.i)*f<faltm.f)t...*fc.t(flhfit~+t/*) • 
i = •/,£,..., .tin-n-2. i follows. Therefore the restriction 
of Ф to Iff,., u с W i s the endomorphism of 

The equation ir»T(Lij) = r'(Ly) together with eqs. 
(4), (6) lead immediately to &(М,-.) = A/,v , which f i 
nishes the proof of the first part of the statement i i i . 

The proof of the last statement in the opposite direc
tion i s simple: If if1 : й^д,^ - » WM „ i s an endomor-
phism of WZNM then we can easily extend it *° %m,u.liti)M 

putting 
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If Г and r' are two realizations of the type (3) (with 
й. « oc' ) and 1̂  is the endomorphism of WiN M such 
that ^(Mij) « /Vj- the mentioned extension gives Лг=г' 
and completes the proof. 

Lemma li Let / r« , ГмО/i R i л E 4,2/.,., m. > 
be elements of M ^ ^ obeying the following system of 
equations 

t-e,f, • ••, ЛИ . Then J/1 = О for r-<?,*,..,* and 

Proof i By induction I a) For N=0 the statement con
cerns МяМ matrices; it can be proved easily that the 
matrix equation 

U AlL - О 
£^i С Г 

implies A, =0 for л = <£•-../*• . As the first and the 
last equation of the system (7) are just of this form, 
we conclude A . =.i* =. О .Substituting it into the 
remaining equations and repeating the procedure we obtain 
ft» —jV't-iji.— О i *to« b) let us assume that the state
ment is valid for N-1 and not for /V . It means 
that an index r, exists (Ofcr,«H) auoh that 
/v- = / y """ "Л-v - ° tor a 1 1 С •"* </V* ° 
for some £. . Then the first 1% equations of the system 
(7) are fulfilled Identically while the iir. + 1) -st 
looks as follows 
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r " + i J V у п ( в > c->/' - Г r' >• - о. 
The elements t1 can be written in the form 

V- «••* * (9) 

* V в Ŵ-tf.rt . H V " ie the highest degree of 
the polynomials ^ л , ^.т4,1,...,п , in the "variables" 
o,^ , д л , while the highest degree of the polynomial 

)>', ., considered in the same way is lese than ft • 1} '-r 
As the consequence of our assumption ( jtr^u T ® f o r 

some /̂  and /u. ) some of the coefficients Ĵ,*. differ 
from zero. Substituting now /в,* f r o m e4» (9) into eq. 
(8)! we obtain up to the lower order terms 

* л 

from which we have 
r K, 

However, according to the statement of the lemma for N-l , 
this equation implies <Tt =0 f o r all & end м. and the
refore contradicts our assumption. 

AB i t ie ehown in re f . ' 4 ' , no ekew-hennitean Schur-re-
alieation of a compact Lie algebra could exist in W,u . By 
means of the proved lemma we shall generalise now this re
sult to realizations in Щнн » ^>i . 

theorem 2i i . Any skew-hermit ean Sohur-realization 
of the oompaot Lie algebra Q in ЩЦ^М does not depend 
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on fit'h-ii <•- <•*,.../*' i i.e. X is a usual matrix 
representation of (J in -ife/̂ , -as /^ С Й^,^ . 

11. Two such realizations T and Г''are related If 
and only If they are equivalent In the ueual matrix repre
sentation sense. 
Proof l.For /У*0 the assertion Is trivially right, we assume 
therefore N ti

ki the algebra Q is compact, a basis Ци...,Хл 

oan be ohosen such that ^ = Xt «<•.<*- А л belongs to a 
centre of UQ. The realization r is Sohur-realization, 
and therefore T( Iz)=/9l > fie R .As the polynomial in 

Чы , К/у , every tr(JL ) oan be written in the form 

)Сгм 6 ^ft».« JV • w n e r e' Ti-0,1,... denotes the highest 
degree in f^ and b.N of T(Xt)t..., Т(ХЛ) and the dots 
stand for the lower order terms. Due to skew- hermiticity 
of v(Xu) "в bave 

Substituting here V(Xil) and T ( - U ) from the above equ
ation we obtain 

т. Я 
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She assumption that R is the highest degree in "vari
ables" cfN ./w in the set of all elements T(X,)} , 
Х(Кц) means that at least one fa» differs from zero. 
If R would be greater than zero, the last equation imp
lies eq'. (7) and lemma 1 gives immediately Л.» = О for 
all JU. and f . Hie only possibility is therefore H= 0 , 
which proves the statement i. 

И . As the matrix algebra ЛаЛм has no non-trivial 
two-sided ideals, every nonzero endomorphism of MaiM is 

/ 7 / 
an automorphism (see,e.g. ' , p.48), As any automorphism 
•Ф of MqiM is the inner one, the regular matrix 
5^£ Jiat^ exists so that HA)- S+ A 5fi for every 
AeJiaift (see ' , p.50), so the proof has been completed. 

From thia theorem it follows that with our involution 
on iV^tt м (вее Note 1) any skew-hermitean Schur-realiza-
tion of compact Lie algebra is a ueual matrix ekew-hermi
tean representation in which all Gasimir operators are 
multiples of the identity matrix. Such representations, 
however, are equivalent to a direct sua of irreducible 
mutually equivalent representations and without essential 
loss of generality we can limit ourselves to the irredu
cible ones only. 

AB we pointed out in Preliminaries, every irreducible 
skew-hermitean representation of the compact И е algebra 
o-(-m.) is uniquely, up to equivalence, determined by its 
signature. Now we shall generalize this concept in the 
way suitable for our further use: 
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Definition 6: Let m?n>0 be pair of natural num

bers and d- '/,2,:.j m, , The f i n i t e sequence of the real 

numbers « W y . n = ( e f ; * , , . . . , * ^ ^ , ^ . „ ^ j t i i - - > a 7 ' * b r 7 ' > 

i s ca l led signature i f 

1, for d. < /Ц. t i>, =..... = M-CBJ&J.ei = О 

ii. for d. = /п.. fa,....jQirn-M.j) 1 в a signature of irre
ducible akew-hernltean representation of the compact Lie 
algebra о-Ы-^i . 

How we are in a position to formulate and prove our 
main theorem. 

Theorem 3: i. To every signature Ос.^^Ы^,,...^^^.) 
the relatione (3) define recurrently skew-hermitean Schur-
realization Г = V{ocnrl') of the Lie algebra <r(mrn.) In 

^2HCU) MM) • H e r e t h e n u m b e r Mtd.) ie for d- = «я. 
and m -/ft ̂  .2. the dimension of the irreducible skew-her
mit ean representation of the Lie algebra <г(<п~л) with 
the signature (at^ .... oe^m-»j ) and M(.d)-<1 otherwise. 
The number N(d) i B given as Hid) =d(m*n-d-ti. 

ii. Two such realizations are non-related if and only 
if their signatures are different. 

Proofi By inductions a) Firstly we shall prove the 
theorem for <r(m,1) . For *t = *,2 the assertions are con
tained in theorem 1. Let цв assume -re» J and take a signa
ture oe^tlm(lfct4j...jec.[.^4jfoc^aiij) . The sequence 
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(м,,,.,; л . j j j i ) determines the irreducible skew-hermite-
an representation of the compact Lie algebra <rCm-->){ite 
dimension we denote as M )> i«e. the skew-hemiteaa 
Schur-realization of <r(<n-1) in Woti . Using the formulae 
(3) with at aOCrarfTwa can define the skew-hermitean 
Schur-realization of the Lie algebra o-(m,i) in l^(m.tj ц • 
Using further the assertions i i . and i i i . of theorem 1, 
11. of theorem 2 and the part C, of Preliminaries, we 
have the assertion i i . of the theorem for <r(n,i) • 

b) Assume further that the statements of the theorem 
are valid for the algebra ir(m.-l,4-0 . Let us take the 
signature oetti^ = (.d.joc,l • •., */aifi/.)' For d>i we shall 
use the realization of <rfM-/,ti-iJ in ^гыЫ-i) H(d-f) 
corresponding to the signature (<*-1;Ъ,г-<*-г?ив1 -/ ) to 
insert i t in the formulae (3) with * = * / » ; » 1 1 If *i*i 
we ahall use for the same purpoee the trivial realization 
of o-f-HK-lf-n-f) In We, . Due to the assertion i . of 
theorem 1 we obtain in this way the Bkew-hexnltean Schur-
realization r s r f a ^ o f а-(п,л/ in WiNti , where 
N = НЫ-0 = H(d) ana /K = « r , - i , N(M-i) = Ш) , which 

proves the assertion i . of the theorem. The assertions i i . , 
i i i . of theorem 1 together with assumed validity of the the
orem for o-(m-t,n-i) imply the assertion i i , 

5. Conclusion 
All considered algebras о-Ст,^) , *i*-<n=/Vt \'*t*iut 

are different real form of their common complexification 
e"€(H) */. it i B not difficult to eee that all results 

*' Note that in the С art an classification of semi-
•laple Lie algebras ^ № ) s ̂  and t*tur+o я д л . 
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contained In theorems 1 and 3 remain valid also for <rc(N) , 

if we ignore the skew-hermlteanproperty and its consequ
ences. As we are not forced now to respect theorem 2 rela
tions (3) define reocurently a usual canonical Sohur-rea-
lization of <rf(N) in Й ^ № _ у * for odd N or in WfrwtJ 

for even A/ depending on the if J free parameters. As to 
real forma, the same situation arises for algebras <r(*t2,*), 

r(*i-l,n)ex& tr(*.,it.) while in the remaining cases the des
cribed oanonloal realizations depend at moet on L~T-.\ -

- [•^]='b free parameters only. To obtain in these 
cases the "full" number L ̂ x ^ J of the parameters in 
realizations described, we have to use the signature 
^«.s('*/'*u--'/trats/)and realizations are right matrix cano
nical realizations. 

It is also clear, that instead of realizations of the 
auxiliary Lie algebra e-fto-u.,/*-*) , ы</к. that we used 
in reduotion of formulae (3)i any other realization of 
cr(n-d.,n-d.) can be taken. So, the possibility of 
deriving further, new, realizations of Lie algebra a'fm.^J 

may arise. 
The concept of matrix canonical realization, especi

ally the realizations of the Lie algebras rfl*,*,) described 
in this paper, have the direct application in the repre
sentation theory.Replacing here Л; and ci± by their Sohro-
dinger representations we obtain immediately a skew-symmet-
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ric representation of <r(«v>0 with "oonatant" Casimir ope
rators. It has to be stressed that these representations 
were obtained purely in the algebraical w a y . As the second 
advantage (S this approach, one can consider the fact that 
the analytical properties of representations can be in
vestigated separately as the second step. 

iVe often work, for example, with skew-symmetric repre
sentations of Lie algebras which are differentials of some 
unitary representation of the corresponding (oonneoted, 
simple connected) Lie group, i.e. with the integrable ones. 
By means of some known nethode ' ', we can try to solve 
the integrability for the above described representations 
too. It may happen that some meaningful part of the set 
of all integrable representations of the Lie algebra <r(n,n.) 

would be obtained in this way. She other possibility of 
obtaining representations both integraole or not arises, 
when we replace the Schrodinger representation of >i , ft; 
by some other,e.g.,by representation on the space of analy
tical functions. 

As was pointed out by Doebner and Melsheimer , the 
integrability condition on representation of Lie algebra 
is often froa the physical point of view not necessary. 
So, some classes of non-lntegrable representations of Lie 
algebras could also be interesting for physics, e.g. 
partly integrable representations with respect to chosen 
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subalgebra or those in which some, physically interpreted 
generators are essentially self-ad joint, etc In matrix 
canonical approaoh to the representation theory we are 
not limited by any sort of integrability conditions so 
that the wide class of representations could be obtained. 
This fact represents the third advantage of the described 
approaoh. 
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